Enniatin B and valinomycin as ion carriers: an empirical force field analysis.
The alkali-ion binding properties of two natural depsipeptide ion carriers, enniatin B (EnB) and valinomycin (VM), are examined and compared by the empirical force field method. While VM has been shown to bind preferentially K+, Rb+, and Cs+ over Na+ in most solvents, EnB is considerably less specific. We find that EnB forms two kinds of complexes, internal and external. In internal complexes, the ion binds to all six carbonyl oxygens, while in external ones, only three oxygens, preferentially those of the D-hydroxy-isovaleryl residues, are bound. The size of the internal cavity is best suited for Na+, while K+ and Rb+ squeeze in asymmetrically by distorting the molecule, and Cs+ not at all. External binding is much less specific. Since internal complexes possess much higher strain energies than external ones, the latter may be at least as stable as the former, even in fairly non-polar solvents. VM is calculated to bind only internally, and with much less strain energy than EnB. The size of its internal cavity is well suited for binding the ions K+, Rb+, and Cs+, but is too big for Na+. The difference between the binding energies of Na+ and K+ is much smaller than that between the corresponding hydration enthalpies, thus explaining the binding preference for the latter ion.